1994 WVHS GIRLS
TRACK & FIELD
2nd in the UPSTATE EIGHT
INDOORS AND OUTDOORS
VARSITY RECORD 11-1 JV 11-1

"ALL-CONFERENCE" RUNNERS
1600 METER RELAY
NICOLE MORGES
ANGIE SLEVING
MICHELLE GESBERG
DAWN COLLINS

INDOOR ALL-CONFERENCE
1600 - SHANNON BURKE
4 X 160 RELAY - LIZ JOBE, DAWN COLLINS
EBONY MILLER, ANGIE SLEVING

3200 RELAY - STEPHANIE HERREL
BETSY DWYER, KATIE DWYER,
CHRISSY GUZALDO

1600 RELAY - DAWN COLLINS,
ANGIE SLEVING, NICOLE MORGES,
MICHELLE GESBERG
STATE QUALIFIERS
INDOORS--400 DASH
DAWN COLLINS
8th Place
1600 METER RELAY
NICOLE MORGEOSE
ANGIE SLEVIN
10th Place
PAULI HATTER
MICHELLE GESBERG
DAWN COLLINS
OUTDOOR STATE QUALIFIERS
3200 RELAY
STEPHANIE HERREL, KELLY MICHAELS
KATIE DWYER, CHRISTY GUZALDO
STACY MATHEWS, BETSY DWYER
1600 RELAY
NICOLE MORGEOSE, ANGIE SLEVIN
MICHELLE GESBERG, DAWN COLLINS
PAULI HATTER, AMBER CORLEY
800 RELAY
EBONY MILLER, VERONICA JENKINS
ANGIE SLEVIN, DAWN COLLINS
LIZ JOBE, JESSICA JOHNSON
300 HURDLES
JESSICA FAWBUSCH
1600 RUN
SHANNON BURKE
THREE SCHOOL RECORDS!!!

NICOLE MORGESE-LONG JUMP
16' 6”

ELYSE MULLER-SHOT PUT
36' 7”

1600 RELAY 4:05.0

NICOLE MORGESE, ANGIE SLEVIN, MICHELLE GESBERG, DAWN COLLINS

SEVEN INDOOR SCHOOL RECORDS SET!!!!!!!

SHOOT PUT - ELYSE MULLER 35 5.5"
1600 RIM - SHANNON BURKE 5:57.6
3200 RIM - SHANNON BURKE 12:08.4
400 DASH - DAWN COLLINS 52.2
55 DASH - VERONICA JENKINS 7.6 (w)
1600 RELAY - 4:15.6 - Nicole Morgeese, Pauli Hatter,
Michelle Gesberg, Angie Slevin

4 X 160 RELAY - 1:28.7 - Liz Jabe, Ebony Miller,
Angie Slevin, Dawn Collins

13 INDIVIDUALS MAKE ALL-TIME TOP-FIVE PERFORMANCE LIST

SHOOT PUT #1 ELYSE MULLER 36'7” -- #4 MARY NOVITSKI 35'4.5"
DISCUS #2 ELYSE MULLER 106'0”
LONG JUMP #1 NICOLE MORGESE 16'6” -- #4 AMBER CORLEY 16'1.5”
400 DASH #2 DAWN COLLINS 61.3
100 DASH #5 ANGIE SLEVIN, DAWN COLLINS, VERONICA JENKINS 12.8
500 RUN #4 BETSY DWYER 2:27.0
300 HURDLES #4 LEAH STILLER 50.8
1600 RUN #2 SHANNON BURKE 5:24.1
3200 RUN #4 SHANNON BURKE 12:08.4

FOUR RELAYS MAKE ALL-TIME TOP FIVE

1600 RELAY #1 4:05.0 800 RELAY #2 1:46.6
800 MEDLEY #2 1:54.1 3200 RELAY #3 10:02.8

NEW FRESHMEN RECORDS!!

AMBER CORLEY-LONG JUMP-16' 1.5” BETSY DWYER-800-2:27.0
SHANNON BURKE-1600-5:24.1 SHANNON BURKE-3200-12:08.4
3200 RELAY-10:33.4 SHERRY SWANSON, LAUREN SCHUMACHER,
BETSY DWYER, SHANNON BURKE
1600 RELAY-4:17.7 BETSY DWYER, SHAHNA HAIRSTON,
ANGIE CURRENT, AMBER CORLEY
800 MEDLEY-1:58.2 & 800 RELAY-1:53.8
STEFFI SAYERS, SHAHNA HAIRSTON, ANGIE CURRENT, AMBER CORLEY
JUNIOR VARSITY

CONFERANCE CHAMPS 3rd STRAIGHT YEAR
NAPERVILLE NORTH INVITE CHAMPIONS
GLENBARD EAST INVITATIONAL CHAMPIONS
WARRIOR INVITATIONAL CHAMPIONS

JV CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS

EA WILLIAMS--LONG JUMP, 100 HURD, 300 HURD
SHAINA HAIRSTON--100 DASH
DENISE PFAFF--200 DASH
ANGIE CURRENT--400 DASH
800 MEDLEY RELAY

STEFANI SAYERS, LAUREN SYKORA
NATALIE BRUNO, ANGIE CURRENT

400 RELAY
STEFANI SAYERS, DENISE PFAFF
TINA TOMEI, SHAINA HAIRSTON

800 RELAY
TINA TOMEI, NATHALIE BRUNO

LAUREN SYKORA, ADRIANA FRANCOIS

1600 RELAY
TINA TOMEI, JANE STOCHMAL
LAUREN SYKORA, ANGIE CURRENT

VARSITY

191.5 DAWN COLLINS
129 EBONY MILLER
120 VERONICA JENKINS
119 ANGIE SLEVIN
110 ELYSE MULLER
102.5 NICOLE MORGENSEE
80.5 JESSICA FAWBUSH
71.5 SHANNON BURKE
70 LIZ JOBE
69 MARY NOVITSKI
66 MICHELLE GESBERG
56 PAULI HATTER
55.5 LEAH STILER
54.5 BETSY DWYER
51 JESSICA JOHNSON
50.5 STEPHANIE HERREL
47.5 KATIE DWYER
44.5 STACY MATHews
41.5 KELLY MICHAELS
34.5 CHRISTY GUZALDO
33 BETH ABHALTER

JV

145 ANGIE CURRENT
120.5 AMBER CORLEY
93.5 SHAINA HAIRSTON
84.5 DENISE PFAFF
82.5 JANE STOCHMAL
82 STEPHANIE MULLER
81 LAUREN SYKORA
80 EA WILLIAMS
79.5 TINA TOMEI
79 STEFANI SAYERS
66.5 ADRIANA FRANCOIS
62.5 SHERRY SWANSON
58.6 LAUREN SCHUMACHER
53 NATALIE BRUNO
44 MICHELLE WISEMAN
34 KATIE RINEK
31 AZITA AFSHAR
31 KRISTIN BAUKOVAC
WE SALUTE OUR SUPER SENIORS

"BUILDING THE BRIDGE SO THAT OTHERS MAY CROSS OVER"

You have set the standards for those that follow--
may they be as successful as you--
for that and much more--we say THANK YOU.

ANGIE SLEVIN
4 YEAR VARSITY LETTER WINNER        4 YEAR PRIDE AWARD WINNER
9 POINTS LEADER SOPHOMORE YEAR
7 TIME CONFERENCE CHAMPION          5 TIME STATE QUALIFIER
ONE OUTDOOR SCHOOL RECORD-1600 RELAY
THREE INDOOR SCHOOL RECORDS-55, 4X160, 1600 RELAY-CONF. RECORD
TWO FROSH RECORDS-400 RELAY, 1600 RELAY
ELEVEN ALL-TIME TOP-FIVE APPEARANCES

DAWN COLLINS
THREE YEAR VARSITY LETTER WINNER
9 POINTS LEADER SENIOR YEAR
7 TIME CONFERENCE CHAMPION          6 TIME STATE QUALIFIER
ONE OUTDOOR SCHOOL RECORD - 1600 RELAY-CONF. RECORD
TWO INDOOR SCHOOL RECORDS-400, 4X160
ELEVEN ALL-TIME TOP-FIVE APPEARANCES #2-400

EBONY MILLER
MOST IMPROVED SOPHOMORE AND JUNIOR YEAR--ONLY 3 VARS. PTS AS FR./SO.
ONE CONFERENCE CHAMPION              2 TIME STATE QUALIFIER
ONE INDOOR SCHOOL RECORD-4X160
FIVE ALL-TIME TOP-FIVE APPEARANCES #2-100 & 200

CHRISTY GUALDO
4 YEAR VARSITY LETTER WINNER
FIVE TIME CONFERENCE CHAMPION         THREE TIME STATE QUALIFIER
ONE OUTDOOR SCHOOL RECORD-3200 RELAY-CONF. RECORD
ONE INDOOR SCHOOL RECORD-3200 RELAY-CONF. RECORD
TWO FROSH RECORDS-1600R, 3200 R
TWO ALL-TIME TOP-FIVE APPEARANCES

STACY MATHEWS
4 YEAR VARSITY LETTER WINNER
FOUR TIME CONFERENCE CHAMPION         THREE TIME STATE QUALIFIER
ONE OUTDOOR SCHOOL RECORD-3200 RELAY-CONF. RECORD
TWO INDOOR SCHOOL RECORDS-800, 3200 RELAY-CONF. RECORD
TWO FROSH RECORDS-1600R, 3200 R
3 ALL-TIME TOP-FIVE APPEARANCES

KATIE DWYER
THREE TIME CONFERENCE CHAMPION         THREE TIME STATE QUALIFIER
ONE OUTDOOR SCHOOL RECORD-3200 RELAY-CONF. RECORD
ONE INDOOR SCHOOL RECORD-3200-RELAY-CONF. RECORD
2 ALL-TIME TOP-FIVE APPEARANCES

JESSICA JOHNSON
4 YEAR VARSITY LETTER WINNER
TWO FROSH RECORDS-400R, 1600R
TWO TIME STATE ALTERNATE QUALIFIER

EA WILLIAMS
FIRST YEAR OUT
THREE TIME JUNIOR VARSITY CONFERENCE CHAMPION
1994

MVP - Dawn Collins
Most Points - Dawn Collins
Spirit - Katie Dwyer
Most Improved - Adriana Francois

Top Pride Award - Lauren Sykora
Pride Awards - Shannon Burke, Katie Dwyer, Baki Abhalter, Angie Slevin, Leah Stiller, Denise Pfaff, Paulittatter, Amber Corley, Debbie Lambert, Lauren Schumacher, Ebony Miller